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(R3) 15:05 SOUTHWELL (A.W.), 1m 6f 21y 

Play 4 To Score At Betway Handicap (Class 6) (4YO plus)
No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (4) 0-18221 ACCESSOR (IRE) (EX5) 6 CD 
b g Exceed and Excel - Amarette

5 9 - 9p F Norton
M Wigham

62

Jockey Colours: Maroon, yellow star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap
Timeform says: Improved on recent efforts to win at the first time of asking on fibresand in
handicap over C&D (7/1) 6 days ago. Consistent sort but 5 lb penalty demands more if he's to
follow up.  (Forecast 2.38)

Notes: 

2 (1) 5-83643 ADAMS PARK 4 
b g Mastercraftsman - Ile Deserte

5 9 - 7v Alistair Rawlinson
M Appleby

60

Jockey Colours: White, black epaulets, maroon and white diabolo on sleeves, black and maroon
quartered cap
Timeform says: Sole win came over hurdles but he posted excellent third on his fibresand
bow in 12f handicap here 4 days ago. This return to further will suit too so he holds leading
claims off same mark.  (Forecast 3.25)

Notes: 

3 (5) 03666- COOL POSSIBILITY (IRE) 231 (3J) 
b g Dark Angel - Pink Diva

4 9 - 6tp Cam Hardie
Rebecca Menzies

62

Jockey Colours: White, brown chevrons, royal blue sleeves, royal blue and white striped cap
Timeform says: Below form when last seen on Flat last summer but (16/1) landed 2m
bumper at Newcastle only 3 days ago. Not the easiest to assess but highly respected on
fibresand debut.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

4 (3) 54-1739 NEVER A WORD (USA) 32 (22J) CD 
br g Lonhro - Janetstickettocats

6 9 - 3bt Daniel Muscutt
Mrs Dunn

56

Jockey Colours: Black, white hoops, red sleeves and cap
Timeform says: C&D winner in January but he has run badly on his last two starts here and
over hurdles at Taunton 22 days ago. Bit to prove now.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

5 (2) 70906-0 SCRAFTON 28 CD 
b g Leporello - Some Diva

9 9 - 2 Elisha Whittington
(7)
A W Carroll

55

Jockey Colours: Black, royal blue epaulets, diamonds on sleeves, red cap
Timeform says: C&D winner but back in 2017 and he beat only one in 8.6f handicap (33/1)
at Wolverhampton 28 days ago. Significantly back up in trip but others are still preferred.

 (Forecast 21.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: ADAMS PARK looks the way to go as he made an excellent start to life on
fibresand when third over 12f here and he can build on that now stepped back up in trip. Accessor
rates much the biggest threat on the back of his recent C&D win but has a 5 lb penalty to overcome.
Newcastle bumper winner Cool Possibility appeals as the pick of the rest.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: ADAMS PARK (2) 
2: ACCESSOR (1) 
3: COOL POSSIBILITY (3)


